Docker provides a modern platform for high-velocity innovation.

With Docker, organizations gain the only independent container platform that enables a seamless desktop to cloud experience for developing and scaling distributed applications.

Users can easily build and share any application from legacy to modern and securely run them anywhere, from hybrid cloud to the edge. Inspired by open source innovation and supported by a rich ecosystem of certified partners, Docker enables customers to pursue the strategy that best fits their business needs by enabling them to adapt to new technologies, without lock-in.

**Docker by the Numbers**

- **Launched**: 2013
- **Headquartered**: 144 Townsend St. San Francisco, CA
- **CEO**: Rob Bearden
- **Founder**: Solomon Hykes
- **Employees**: 400+
- **Docker Desktop**: 2M monthly active users
- **Docker Enterprise customers**: 750+
- **Docker Hub active users**: 2M
- **Container downloads**: 105B
- **Dockerized apps on Hub**: 5.8M
- **Meetups globally**: 200